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This responds to your 26 June 2011 letter addressed to the Office of the Director of National Intelligence, wherein you requested, under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), "... a copy of the list or bibliography of reports produced by the Intelligence Science Board from its inception (2002) until its disbanding (2010)."

Your request was processed in accordance with the FOIA, 5 U.S.C § 552, as amended. Upon review, two pages of material were located in response to your request. It has been determined that the material may be released in segregable form with information removed pursuant to FOIA Exemption 3, 5 U.S.C § 552 (b)(3).

Exemption 3 protects information that is specifically covered by statute. In this case, the applicable statute is the National Security Act, which protects information pertaining to intelligence sources and methods.

Should you wish to appeal this determination, please do so in writing to:

Office of the Director of National Intelligence
Information Management Office
Washington, DC 20511

Appeals must be received within 45 days of the date of this letter. If you have any questions, please call the Requester Service Center at (703) 874-8500.

Sincerely,

John P. Hackett
Director, Information Management Office
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ATP/ISB Letters, Reports, and Whitepapers

Cyber


Intelligence Interviewing Teaching Papers and Case Studies. April 2009. [level: U]
Intelligence Information. NDIC Press. January 2007. [level: U]
Intelligence Information. December 2006. [level: U]

Intelligence Analysis

ISB Task Force Report on Social Software/Web 2.0. October 2010. [level: U]
Letter to DCI volunteering to explore ways to improve all source analysis. September 11, 2001. [level: U]

Intelligence Collection

Integrated Sensor Intelligence. Joint with DSB. March 2009. [level: U with cl. appendices]
The Hyperspectral Intelligence Dilemma: Myth or Reality? December 2002. [level: TS/SIFK/NF]

Intelligence Operations, Processing, and Administration

ISB Task Force Report on Acquisition in the IC. October 2010. [level: U]
Countering Denial and Deception. December 2005. [level: TS/SIFK/NF/IC/CON]
Space-Air Architecture Integration. December 2004. [level: TS/SIFK/NF]
Information Sharing

ISB Task Force Report on Data Retention in the IC, October 2010. [level: U//FOUO]
Trusted Information Sharing, November 2004. [level: U]

Life Sciences

Letter to DNI advocating elevated priority for Bioscience, June 12, 2006. [level: U//FOUO]
Letter to DNI concerning Bioscience, July 26, 2005. [level:S//SI//NF]
Letter to DNI urging that the IC support neuroscience research, December 10, 1995. [level: U]

Privacy

Intelligence, Privacy, and the Challenge of Rapid Technological Change: Framing the Issues, ISB Whitepaper, June 2009. [level: U]
Letter to DNI regarding the intersection of privacy and national security "at speed," January 15, 2009 [level: U]
Letter to Acting General Counsel of IC on Privacy, January 20, 2006. [level: TS//SI//NF]

S&T

ISB Task Force Report on IC S&T, October 2010. [level: U//FOUO]
The Challenge of the New S&T Landscape, November 2006. [level: U//FOUO]
The State of Science and Technology Analysis in the Intelligence Community, April 2004. [level:S//NF]
IARPA Point Paper, March 25, 1999. [level: U]